
BIOLOGY PYQ NERVOUS SYSTEM



PYQs 1. Choose the odd one out from the given terms given and name

the category to

which the others belong.

2018



PYQs 2. Mention the exact location of myelin

sheath.

2018



PYQs 3. Briefly explain synapse.

Or Briefly explain the term synapse.

2016



PYQs 4. Given below is the set of four terms in which one

term is odd and cannot be

grouped in the same category to which the other

three belong. Identify the odd

one in each set and name the category to which the

remaining three belong

2014



PYQs 5. Name the cell body of a nerve cell.

2013



PYQs 6. Which chemical found in human brain, write its

special functional activity?

2013



PYQs 7. Choose the correct answer to the following statements out

of the three choices

given after each statement.

A point of contact between two neurons is termed

(i) synapsis (ii) neuromotor junction

2010



PYQs 8. Name the neurotransmitter

stored at the terminal end of the

axon.

2009



PYQs 9. Give the technical/biological term for

The point of contact between two neurons'.

2008,2000



PYQs 10. Draw a well labelled diagram of a neuron

and name the following parts

2012



PYQs 11. (i) Draw a well labelled diagram of a neuron showing the following parts

Dendrites, axon, node of Ranvier and myelin sheath.

(ii) State the function of sensory neuron and a motor neuron.

(iii) What is a nerve made up

of?

2010



PYQs 12. Draw neat and labelled diagrams of a myelinated neuron.

2015



PYQs The number of spinal nerves in a human being are

 10 pairs

 21 pairs

 31 pairs

 30 pairs

2018



PYQs Correct the statements by changing the

underlined words

'The outermost layer of meninges is piamater.'

2018



PYQs The statement given below are incorrecte

Rewrite the correct statement by

word of statement.

Gyri and sulci are the folds of cerebellum.

2017



PYQs Given below are sets of five terms each.

Rewrite the terms in correct order in a

logical sequence

2013



PYQs 5. Name the part of the brain that

carries impulses from one hemisphere

of the

cerebellum to the other.

2016



PYQs 6. Give scientific reasons for

'Injury to medulla oblongata leads to death'.

2016,2007



PYQs Briefly explain reflex action.

2016,2012,2010,2007



PYQs 8. Which one of the following is mainly associated with the

maintenance of the

poşture?

(a) cerebrum (b) cerebellum (C) Thalamus (d) pons

2014



PYQs 9. Name the part of the brain associated with memory.

2014



PYQs 10. State the main function of cerebrospinal fluidshock

absonben

medium between

2007



PYQs 11. Which of the following is not a natural reflex action?

(a) Knee-jerk

(b) Blinking of eyes due to strong light

(c) Salivation at the sight of food

(d) Sneezing when any irritant enters the nose

2014



PYQs 12. Differentiate between the following pairs on

the basis of what is mentioned within

brackets?

Spinal nerves and cranial nerves. (number of

nerves)

2014



PYQs 13. Give scientific/biological reasons for

A person after consuming alcohol walks clumsily'.

Or 'An alcoholic person walks unsteadily when drunk'.

2014,2010



PYQs 14. State the exact location of corpus callosum

2013



PYQs

2013

correct answer from the four options given below.

The ventral root ganglion of the spinal cord contains cell bodies of the

(a) motor neuron

(b) sensory neuron

(c) intermediate neuron

(d) association neuron



PYQs

2012

Differentiate between the following pair

on the basis of what is mentioned in



PYQs

2013

17 Give biological reasons for the hand

automatically shows the direction to turn



PYQs

2012

18. Choose the correct answer from the four options given below each

statement.

A reflex arc in man is best described as movement of stimuli from

receptor cell, efferent nerve, relaying neuron, muscles of the body.

receptor cell, sensory neuron, relaying neuron, effector muscles.

receptor cell, spinal cord, motor neuron, relaying neuron.

receptor cell, synapse, motor neuron, relaying neuron.



PYQs

2012

1Given below is the set with four terms, in which

one term is an odd one and cannot be grouped

in the same category to which the other three

belong. Identify the odd

Cerebrum, cerebellum, thalamus, hypothalamus.



PYQs

2012

20. Give the technical term for the protective

covering of brain and spinal cord.



PYQs

2004

21. Given below is the biological statement which

incomplete/incorrect. Rewrite the

correct form of the statement by inserting a suitable

word/words at the right place.

Do not delete any word already given in the statement.

Underline the inserted

A reflex action in a spontaneous response to a stimulus.



PYQs

2004

Name the part of the human brain which is

concerned with the following

(i) Seat of memory

(ii) Coordinates muscular activity



PYQs

2004

State the main function of the medulla oblongata.



PYQs

2010

25. State whether the following statements are true or

false. If false, rewrite the correct

form of the statement by changing the first or last word

only.

Dilation of the pupil is brought about by the sympathetic

nervous system.



PYQs

2010

26. Given below is the sets of five terms each

rewrite the terms in logical sequence as

directed at the end of the statement.

Motor neuron, receptor, sensory neuron, effector,

association neuron (pathway of a

nerve impulse).



PYQs

2010

27. In the given set there is one odd term which does not

match to the category.

Pick out the odd one and also write down the category of the

remaining three belongs.

Blinking, knitting without looking, smiling, blushing, crying.



PYQs

2009

28. State whether the following statement is true

or false. If false, write the correct form 

of the statement by changing the first or last

word.



PYQs

2009

29. Given below is the question followed by four choices select and rewrite the

All voluntary actions are controlled by the cerebellum.

answer to the given statement form the your choices given below.

The cerebral hemispheres in mammals are connected by

(i) corpus luteum

(ii) hypothalamus

(iii) pons varolli

(iv) corpus callosum



PYQs

2006

30. Given below is the set with four terms in which one term is odd and

cannot be

grouped into the category to which the other three belong. Identify the

odd one in

the set and name the category to which the remaining three belong.

Sneezing, coughing, typing, blinking.



PYQs
2006

31. Give the exact location and one function of each

of the meninges.



PYQs

2005

32. Given below is the set of terms in each case

arrange and rewrite set of term so as to

be in logical sequences. Dorsal root ganglion,

receptor, effector, ventral root



PYQs

2005

33. Give one point of difference between the

following pair on the basis of what is

indicated in bracket.

Medulla oblongata and cerebellum (function).



PYQs

2003

34. A group is given there is one example which does not fit

into the category write

down the category of the group and identify

Coughing, sneezing, eating, blinking.



PYQs

2002

35. The part of the human brain that controls body

temperature.



PYQs

2002

36. Choose the correct answer to the followingCerebellum is

the part of the brain which is responsible for

(a) interpreting sensations.

(b) conducting reflexes in the body.

(C) maintaining posture and equilibrium.

(d) controlling, thinking, memory and reasoning.



PYQs

2000

38. Given below the type of structure found in

writes its special functional activity in

the blank given

Cerebellum........



PYQs

2000

39. Choose the odd one in each of the following series

Pons, cerebellum, medulla oblongata, cerebrum.



PYQs

2000

40. Give the biological /technical terms for the following

(i) The fluid present between the layers of meninges.

(ii) The change in an organism resulting due to stimulus.



PYQs

2000

State whether the following actions are 'voluntary action, simple reflex or

conditioned reflex

(i) Blinking

(iii) Playing

(ii) Cleaning the table

(iv) Salivating when food is put in the mouth.



PYQs

2018

The diagram given below shows the internal structure of

a spinal cord depicting a

phenomenon. Study the diagram and answer the

questions
(i) Name the parts numbered 1, 2 and 3.

(ii) Give the technical term for the points of contact between the two nerve cells.

(iii) Name the phenomenon that is depicted in the diagram. Define the phenomenon.

(iv How does the arrangement of neurons in the spinal cord differ from that of the

(v) Mention two ways by which the spinal cord is protected in our body.



PYQs

2017

14. The given diagram is an external view of the

human brain. Study the same and

brain?
(i) Name the parts labelled A, B and C in the diagram.

(ii) State the main functions of the parts labelled A and B.

(iii) What are the structural and functional units of the brain? How are the parts of these

units arranged in A and C?

(iv) Mention the collective term for the membranes covering the brain.

(v) What is the function of cerebrospinal fluid?

The diagram given alongside is a representation

of a phenomenon pertaining to the nervous

system. Study the diagram and answer the

following questions

(i) Name the phenomenon that is being depicted.

(ii) Give the technical term for the point of contact between the two nerve cells.

(iii) Name the parts A, B, C and D.

(iv) Write the functions of parts E and F.

(v) How does the arrangement of neurons in the spinal cord differ from that

the brain?



PYQs

2014

46. The diagram shows a section of the human brain. Answer the

questions that follow

(1) Name the parts labelled A, B and C.

(ii) Give the main function of each of the parts A, B and C.

(iii) Name the three protective membranes covering the brain.

(iv) Name the basic unit of the brain.



PYQs

2017

47. The diagram given alongside depicts the

cross-section of the spinal cord. Study the same and

then answer the questions that follow.

(i) Name the process that is being depicted.

(ii) Name the parts labelled B, E and F.

(iii) Name the cells in contact with the part labelled 'A'.

(iv) What is the function of the parts labelled C, D and G? What is the technical term

given to the pathway represented by C, D and G?

(v) How does the arrangement of cells in the spinal cord differ from that in the brain?



PYQs

2008

48. The diagram given alongside is the external view of the human

brain. Study the same and answer the questions that follow

(i) Name the parts labelled A, B and C.

(ii) State the main functions of the parts labelled A and B.

(iii) How are the brain cells arranged in the part labelled 'A'?

(iv) What is the structural and functional unit of the nervous system?

(v) Name the fluid that surrounds the brain. State its function.



PYQs

2006

49. The following diagram represents the human brain as seen in an

external view. Study the same and then answer the questions

that follow

(i) Name the part labelled A, B, Cand D.

(ii) Mention the difference in the arrangement of the nerve cells in

the parts marked 'A' and 'D'.

(iii) What is the main function of the parts marked 'C'and 'D'?

(iv) Name the sheet of nerve fibres that connect the two halves of the part labelled. 



PYQs

2018

Name the layer of the eyeball that forms the

transparent cornea.



PYQs

2018

2. Aqueous humor is present between the

iris and lens

cornea and lens

lens and retina

cornea and iris



PYQs

2018

4. Given below are sets of five terms each. Rewrite the terms in correct order in a

Answer Mouth → Oesophagus → Stomach - Small intestine → Large intestine.

Example Large intestine, Stomach, mouth, Small intestine, Oesophagus.

Cochlea, Malleus, Pinna, Stapes, Incus.



PYQs

2018

4. Given below are sets of five terms each. Rewrite the terms in correct order in a

Answer Mouth → Oesophagus → Stomach - Small intestine → Large intestine.

Example Large intestine, Stomach, mouth, Small intestine, Oesophagus.

Cochlea, Malleus, Pinna, Stapes, Incus.



PYQs

2017

Choose the odd one out of the term given and name the

category to which the

Aqueous humor, Vitreous humor, Iris, Central canal



PYQs

2017

6. Given below term. In this pair indicate the relationship between the two

term.

Rewrite and complete the second pair on a similar basis.

Example: Oxygen : Inspiration : : Carbon dioxide : Expiration

Eye : Optic nerve :: Ear :

Give appropriate biological/technical term

"The antiseptic substance in tears'.



PYQs

2017

8. In each set of terms given below, there is an odd

one and cannot be grouped in the

same category to which the other three belong.

Identify the odd term in each set

and name the category to which the remaining three

belong.

Example Ovary, Fallopian tube, Ureter, Uterus

Odd term-Ureter

Category-Part of female reproductive system

Malleus, Iris, Stapes, Incus



PYQs

2016

9. State the exact location of ciliary Body



PYQs

2016

10. State the main function of eustachian tube.



PYQs

2016

11. Differentiate between the given pair on the basis of what is mentioned within

Rods and cones of retina (Type of pigment)

Or Differentiate between the given pair on the basis of what is mentioned within

bracket.

Rod cells and cone cells (Pigment)



PYQs

2016

12. Briefly explain power of accommodation



PYQs

2015

13. Mention the exact location of organ of Corti.



PYQs

2015

14. Rewrite and complete the following sentence by inserting the correct word in

the

A fluid that occupies the larger cavity of the eyeball behind the lens is ........



PYQs

2015

15. What is the function of ear ossicles?



PYQs

2015

16. Name the ear ossicle which is attached to the tympanum.



PYQs

2014

17. State the main function of eustachian tube.



PYQs

2014

18. State the function of the suspensory ligament of the eye.



PYQs

2014

19. State the exact location of yellow Spot



PYQs

2014

20. Differentiate between near vision and

distant vision (shape of the eye lens).



PYQs

2014

21. Give technical term for the nerve which transmits impulses

from the ear to the

brain.



PYQs

2014

23. Given below is the set of four terms in which one is odd and cannot be grouped in

the same category to which other three belongs. Identify the odd one in each set

and name the category to which remaining three belongs.

Haemoglobin, glucagon, iodopsin, rhodopsin.



PYQs

2013

24. State the exact location of incus



PYQs

2013

25. Given below is the set with four terms. With one odd term that

cannot be grouped

in the same category to which the other three belong. Identify the odd

one and

name the category to which the remaining three belong.

Semicircular canals, cochlea, tympanum, utriculus.



PYQs

2013

26. Given below is the structure found in human body.

Write its functional activity.

Iris of the eye.



PYQs

2013,2003

27. Give biological reasons for throat infections

can lead to ear infections.



PYQs

2013,2003

27. Give biological reasons for throat infections

can lead to ear infections.



PYQs

2012

28. Choose the correct answer from the four options in the given statement.

The of the human eye where rod cells and cone cells are located is the

(a) retina 

(b) cornea

(c) choroid

(d) sclera



PYQs

2012

29. Oval window, tympanum, cochlea, auditory canal, ear

ossicle (correct path through

which a vibration of sound is transferred in the human ear).



PYQs

2012

30. Give the biological technical term for

Eye lens losing flexibility resulting in a kind of long

sightedness in elderly people.



PYQs

2012

31. Give the biological term for the structure that carries visual

stimuli from retina to

the brain.



PYQs

2011

32. State the main function of vitreous humour.



PYQs

2011

33. Give the exact location of organ of corti.



PYQs

2010

34. Given below is the set of five terms, rewrite the terms in logical sequence as

directed at the end of the statement.

Pupil, yellow spot, cornea, lens, aqueous humour (correct path of entry of light into

the eye from an object)



PYQs

2010

36. Explain the term cataract



PYQs

2010

Explain the term stereoscopic vision.



PYQs

2010

Give the exact location and one function of the pinna 



PYQs

2007

46. Name the eye defect caused due to the shortening of the eyeball from front to

back.

the Differentiate between the following pair on the basis of what is given in bracket?



PYQs

2006

Given below is the group of terms. In which the first pair

indicates type of

relationship that exists between the terms. Rewrite and

complete the pair.



PYQs

2006

Given below is the set of terms. Arrange and

rewrite the set of terms so as to be in

Yellow spot, conjunctiva, pupil, cornea, lens,

vitreous humour, aqueous humour



PYQs

2003

Name the part of the eye responsible for its shape.




